
WingtraOne

Map larger, map faster, 

map anywhere



WingtraOne
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Map larger

Whether it’s an 

industrial complex or a 

mine, you can now take 

on large projects that 

were previously 

impossible to map with 

a drone. 

And it takes you just a 

few hours.
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Map faster

WingtraOne empowers you to 

minimize your time flying and 

get more work done, be it 

another project in the field or 

analyzing your data at the 

office.

How?

+ Efficient fixed-wing flight

+ 42 MP camera

+ No more GCPs, checkpoints    

only

+ No more GCPs, checkpoints 

only
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Up to

Faster than

Multicopter drones

8x

Up to

Faster than standard 

fixed-wing drones

2x

Data collection speed

WingtraOne RX1R II

Other fixed-wing-drones

Multicopter drones



Cut costs

Faster data collection 

& expanded coverage

equals fewer people 

in the field for less 

time.

That lowers the man-

hour costs associated 

with data collection.
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Map anywhere

Thanks to its VTOL 

design, WingtraOne can 

take-off and land almost 

anywhere—even in 

confined spaces or on 

rough terrain. 

This enables you to 

collect data where other 

drones cannot.
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GSD down to

(0.3 in/px

0.7 cm/px

Absolute accuracy down to

(0.4 in/px)

1 cm/px

Data quality that will 
set you apart

Together with a multi-

frequency PPK GNSS 

receiver and a 42 MP sensor, 

WingtraOne delivers best-in-

class absolute horizontal 

accuracy, down to 1 cm (0.4 

in) without GCPs.*
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A reliable workhorse

No matter the conditions, 

WingtraOne operates safely 

and delivers high-quality 

data, consistently.
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+  Engineered and assembled in Switzerland

+  Sharp results, even in wind

+  Predictive self-diagnosis

+  Automated safety checks



Mapping versatility with 
5 swappable payloads
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Payload options: RGB



MicaSense Altum & 
RedEdge-MX

Multispectral & 

thermal sensor

5+1 bands

Blue, green, red, red 

edge, near infrared 

(NIR), longwave 

infrared (LWIR)

Accuracy

4 cm

1.6 in

horizontal absolute 

accuracy with PPK

Max coverage

155 ha

320 ac

at 120m (400 ft) 

with 70% overlap



Smart, Safe,

Efficient
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Software for a smooth 
workflow

WingtraPilot is a feature-rich, easy-to-use 

flight planning app, so you can perform 

successful data collection from day one.
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KML import

For a seamless mission, simply 

import KML files directly from GIS 

programs. WingtraPilot will 

construct the optimal flight path 

to cover the area

Corridor mapping

The feature enables fast, efficient 

coverage of long, narrow 

stretches such as roads, pipelines 

or rivers.

Terrain following

Safe and effective mapping from 

steady altitudes in even the most 

mountainous areas thanks to 

global terrain models or your 

own custom elevation data.



Features built for surveyors

Discover robust features for the most 

demanding mapping projects
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Pause and resume

At any time during flight, you can 

either pause and resume the 

survey mission or prompt the 

drone to fly back to its take-off 

location automatically.

Offline maps

No internet connection in the 

field? No problem. You can 

always download offline maps in 

advance while you’re still 

connected to the internet.

Battery swap and resume

Automatically splits large 

missions, pausing flight and 

resuming after the batteries have 

been swapped.



Add-ons

Accessories to your drone or 

accidental damage protection

+ Spare drone

(Can be used as backup for 

business continuity or as 

replacement drone)

+ Extra batteries

+ Hard case

+ High-altitude propellers
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Training and consulting

Operational training

Remote or on-site / 1 or 2 days

You will learn how to handle the 

drone, fly safely and post-process your 

data. The training spans one to two 

days and can be customized 

according to your needs.

Application consulting

Monthly subscription or one time

It is designed to provide assistance on 

topics outside the normal scope of 

product support. Organised either on 

an ongoing basis or as part of a one-

time project.

Content scope

+ Assistance in base station setup

+ Establishing checkpoints

+ Post-processing in local 

coordinate systems

+ ...
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Real world 
applications
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Construction & 

infrastructure
Bidding and pre-planning

Maintenance and asset inspection

As-built vs. as-design

Environmental & 

research
Vegetation Health Analysis, 

Damage Assessment, 

Population Counting

Surveying & GIS
Project planning 

Construction Progress

Cadastral survey

Mining & 

aggregates
Pit & Dump Management, 

Stockpile Management, 

Assessment before and after 

drilling or blasting

Surveying Applications of our customers
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"A lot can happen on a busy 

mine site in the three months 

between airplane surveys. 

WingtraOne gives site views 

every 2 week

“Traditionally it would take me 

about five days in the field with a 

scanner to get the data we get in 

an hour with WingtraOne, and 

then I’d have to edit it inside 

afterward.”

Gry C.S. Kjellsmoen

Chief Engineer, Norwegian Roads 

Administration

Link to use case.

Road survey in difficult 

conditions

Construction 
use case 



Customers trusting Wingtra



ABOUT WINGTRA

Customers have executed more than 100,000 missions globally



Open-pit mining
use case
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"A lot can happen on a busy 

mine site in the three 

months between airplane 

surveys. WingtraOne gives 

site views every 2 weeks."

Chris Kelly“It's possible to capture the entire 

pit and dumps in one detailed flight 

with the WingtraOne. This gives our 

engineers greater understanding of 

the work area to generate accurate 

dig and dump designs.”

Chris Kelly

Technical Services Superintendent, Jellinbah 

Mining

Link to use case.

Surveying a large coal mine



Environmental 
monitoring use case
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"A lot can happen on a busy 

mine site in the three months 

between airplane surveys. 

WingtraOne gives site views 

every 2 week

“It’s pretty hard to land a fixed-

wing drone on a glacier ...; in fact, 

you wouldn’t be able to avoid a 

crash. So the WingtraOne VTOL 

offered a really nice solution to 

our particular environment.”

Gabriel Wolken

Research professor, University of Alaska 

Fairbank’s Climate Adaptation Center

Link to use case.

Monitor glacier lake 

flooding in Alaska



The Efficiency Ends on the Field

We’ve developed a smart platform that 
empowers our users to efficiently collect 

data. But when they trade their drone for 
the desk, the efficiency suddenly ends. 



Our Solution to the Problem

PIPELINE AUTOMATION

Migrating 
Images 

from the SD 
Card

Running the 
Photogrammetry Software 

and
Generating Practical Value 

from Drone Data

Running 
WingtraHub for 

Geotagging



Most accurate and reliable output

Remote ID ready



World-class support

Integrating new technologies into existing workflows may seem as a challenge at first, 

but Wingtra’s top-rated customer support is here to help you every step of the way.
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Thank you!

wingtra.com

Sami Nuutinen

Sales Manager Nordics at
Sales & Business Development – Wingtra AG
#1 VTOL – Fixed-wing Mapping & Surveying Drone

Tel: +358 40 551 5559
Tel: +45 4016 2403
sami.nuutinen@wingtra.com
www.wingtra.com


